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The role of interchange and internal kink modes in the sawtooth oscillations is explored by
comparing bean- and oval-shaped plasmas. The n=1 instability that results in the collapse of the
sawtooth has been identified as a quasi-interchange in the oval cases and the internal kink in the
bean shape. The ion and electron temperature profiles are followed in detail through the sawtooth
ramp. It is found that electron energy transport rates are very high in the oval and quite low in the
bean shape. Ion energy confinement in the oval is excellent and the sawtooth amplitude ��T /T� in
the ion temperature is much larger than that of the electrons. The sawtooth amplitudes for ions and
electrons are comparable in the bean shape. The measured q profiles in the bean and oval shapes are
found to be consistent with neoclassical current diffusion of the toroidal current, and the observed
differences in q largely result from the severe differences in electron energy transport. For both
shapes the collapse flattens the q profile and after the collapse return to q0�1. Recent results on
intermediate shapes are reported. These shapes show that the electron energy transport improves
gradually as the plasma triangularity is increased. © 2007 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2436849�

I. INTRODUCTION

The sawtooth instability appears as a regular, periodic
reorganization of the plasma core. In the sawtooth ramp,
temperature increases in an approximately linear fashion.
This is followed by a rapid collapse wherein the core plasma
dumps energy into the surrounding region. The increase in
central temperature then starts anew. The collapse is due to
an instability with poloidal and toroidal mode numbers, m
and n of 1, and is associated with having a q=1 surface in
the plasma. Sawtooth oscillations have defied a first-
principles description1 since their discovery2 three decades
ago.

We attempt here to distinguish the roles of interchange
and internal kink stability in the sawtooth collapse. This is
accomplished by changing the plasma shape. We find signifi-
cant differences in both the evolution within a sawtooth pe-
riod and in the nature of the sawtooth collapse itself. In this
paper, interchange, whether ideal or resistive, is taken to
mean the local instability. The sawtooth instability �toroidal
mode number n=1� has two types of eigenfunction: the in-
ternal kink, originally described by Kadomtsev,3 and the
quasi-interchange described by Wesson,4 the former becom-
ing unstable when q�1 but the latter can be unstable while
q�1.

In an oval-shaped plasma with simple monotonic pres-
sure and q profiles, the Mercier criterion5 will be violated
while q0 is somewhat above 1. The destabilizing terms are
elongation, �, and beta poloidal, �P, whereas triangularity, �,
is stabilizing. Thus, if we make a low-� bean shape using
similar profiles, the Mercier criterion �DI� can be satisfied
with q0 somewhat below 1. For finite �, the stability criterion
for the internal kink remains q=1 in both cases. In a circular
plasma, the criteria are degenerate and q=1 is the marginal
point for both the interchange and n=1 instabilities. The
Mercier criterion is the condition for ideal magnetohydrody-
namic �MHD� stability to localized perturbations in a toroi-
dal plasma. If this condition is violated, the magnetic field
curvature is unfavorable and the plasma is unstable to a pres-
sure gradient. In this paper, we will be concerned with the
resistive interchange criterion �DR�,6 where the effects of dif-
fusion of the magnetic field are included. This change from
the ideal to resistive interchange largely eliminates the stabi-
lization of magnetic shear through field line bending, by al-
lowing the field lines to break. The relationship between the
criteria is DR=DI+ �H−1/2�2, where H �defined in Ref. 6�
remains small compared to 1

2 in our experiments. The resis-
tive interchange criterion can be deconstructed7 into terms
associated with curvature of the magnetic field �or magnetic
well�, magnetic shear, and pressure gradient. In these experi-
ments, the shear and pressure gradient terms are negligibly
small compared to the magnetic well term. By comparing
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sawteeth in the oval and bean shapes, we should be able to
gain insight into the nature of the sawtooth collapse and how
it is affected by interchange stability. What was not antici-
pated was that the changes in plasma shape would result in
very large changes in electron and ion transport rates, and
these are oppositely directed.

We have previously reported8 briefly on these experi-
ments. Our purpose here is to present more fully the experi-
mental results and analysis as well as to present new results
on shapes intermediate between the bean and oval. This pa-
per is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the design
and operation of the experiment along with a brief character-
ization of the sawteeth. Section III presents the observed
phenomenology in detail, including the dynamics of the saw-
tooth evolution, the evolution of the ion and electron tem-
perature profiles, the evolution of the q profile, and the re-
sponse to central electron heating. Recent results on
intermediate shapes are also presented. In Sec. IV, we discuss
the transport and stability analysis, and our conclusions are
presented in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION

We began our design with a number of constraints in
mind for the experiment. We need plasma shapes and condi-
tions consistent with the DIII–D coil currents and the avail-
able poloidal field power supplies. Additionally, we required
configurations that are created with the same poloidal field
circuit, that is, we are not willing to interrupt the experiment
and reconfigure the power supplies in order to change the
plasma shape. This translates to an ability to alternate plasma
shapes on a shot-by-shot basis with high reproducibility. The
effects of systematic errors in the diagnostics are minimized
by avoiding comparisons of plasmas from different operating
periods. The poloidal coils with the solid fill in Fig. 1 are the
only ones used in making the oval shape while all the coils
and power supplies are used in making the bean shape. To
make the oval, we merely need to turn off some power sup-
plies and switch to a different set of control algorithms. Ad-
ditionally, we desire L-mode plasmas. We desire low �p to
minimize the effect of the pressure gradient on the internal
flux surface shape �Shafranov shift�. However, the measure-
ments require neutral beam power of 2.5 MW, and thus the
poorer confinement of the L-mode is advantageous. Also, an
H-mode has steep edge gradients in both plasma pressure
and plasma current, requiring a higher-order polynomial in
the equilibrium reconstruction simply to allow these edge
gradients. The remaining constraints are primarily related to
measurement quality, so we take this opportunity to show
key diagnostics in Fig. 1. In this figure, we show the bound-
ary shape and the typical plasma shapes at the sawtooth in-
version radius. The density is kept low �ne�0��5
�1019 m−3� for several reasons. First, we want good penetra-
tion of the neutral beam for a good signal-to-noise ratio for
the motional Stark effect �MSE�9 measurement. Second,
electron cyclotron emission cutoff must be avoided. Third, at
higher density it is more difficult to avoid a transition to
H-mode in the bean shape. Lastly, the toroidal magnetic
field, BT, is chosen to correspond either to center the range of

the electron cyclotron emission �ECE�10 radiometer
�87–133 GHz� on the plasma center or to position electron
cyclotron heating �ECH� deposition �110 GHz� near the
magnetic axis.

The reader might look at the shape of the surfaces at the
inversion radius in Fig. 1 and question whether the shapes in
the core are sufficiently different to observe differences in
the interchange properties. An axial expansion of V†† from
Eq. �26� of Ref. 7 offers a good indication; V††�0 being
required for stability,

V†† =
1

2�2R0
3

�2 + 1

2�
� 1

q2 −
2

�2 + 1
+

2�� − 1�
�2�� + 1�

�p

−
�2 − 1

�2 + 1

R0

RT
� , �1�

where V††�DR, the resistive interchange criterion. As � is
increased, the ratio of the curvature of the line of tip radii,
RT, must increase to prevent the overall factor from decreas-
ing. One can see by inspection that for q�1 and �p�0,

FIG. 1. �Color� Boundary shapes and diagnostic locations for bean and oval.
The interior flux surfaces �red for oval and green for bean� are typical
positions of the sawtooth inversion radii. The poloidal coils with the solid
fill are the only ones needed for making the oval shape. The magenta solid
circles are the locations for Thomson scattering �ne ,Te�. The inverted red
daggers are the CER �Ti� locations. The cyan diamond shapes are the typical
ECE �Te� locations and the solid blue bar is the range of the MSE �B	 /Bt�
locations. The large gray + is the magnetic axis for both. An expanded view
of the midplane diagnostics is shown below the main figure.
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R0 /RT=1 is the marginal stability position. RT and R0 are
shown in Fig. 2, and we see that in the oval R0 /RT=0.6 while
in the bean R0 /RT=1.3. Thus, one might expect to see sub-
stantial differences as reported here. Equivalent axial expres-
sions that exhibit explicitly the effect of triangularity may be
found in Ref. 11, however they are more difficult to evaluate
accurately from experimental equilibrium reconstructions be-
cause a complete description of each surface in a particular
analytic form is required.

This experiment, comparing sawtooth behavior in bean
and oval shaped plasmas, has been carried out over a number
of years. The results are highly reproducible. The primary

changes have been improvements in diagnostics that have
provided better insight into sawtooth dynamics. The differ-
ences in sawtooth behavior resulting from the plasma shap-
ing overwhelm any possible differences in tokamak wall
conditions. The sawtooth period is unchanged from one col-
lapse to the next for a single discharge or for repeated shots.
Typical time histories are presented in Fig. 3. As the plasma
current is ramped, neutral beam injection �NBI� is started at
500 ms. We anticipated some problems with locked modes in

FIG. 2. �Color online� A comparison of the curvature of the line of tip radii,
RT, to the axial major radius. R0 for bean and oval plasmas. The solid line is
constructed on �100 surfaces where q�1.1. The dashed line is a circle of
radius R0.

FIG. 3. �Color� Discharge evolution time evolution of selected quantities
from t=0 to 3000 ms. �Green is the bean shape and red is the oval.� �a�
Plasma current and neutral beam heating �NBI� power. �b� Central Te from
the ECE measurement. �c� Central pitch angle, 
P, from the MSE measure-
ment. �d� 	�B	

n=1
 at the vessel wall on the outside midplane. �b1�, �c1�, and
�d1� are expanded in time for greater detail. �c� is smoothed for clarity and
to show the correlation of 
P with the sawtooth cycle; �c1� is not smoothed.
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the oval, and this early beam is intended to avoid any such
issues. At 1700 ms, that beam is turned off and the beam
viewed by MSE and central charge exchange recombination
�CER�12 diagnostics is turned on. This beam remains on con-
tinuously for 3 s, and data are collected between 2500 and
4500 ms.

Before 2500 ms, the current profile has fully relaxed, as
evidenced by a constancy of the pitch angle, 
P

� tan−1�B	 /BT�, aside from perturbations related to the saw-
tooth on all the chords viewing the central region of the
plasma. The central Te traces in Fig. 3�b� show typical be-
havior; the sawtooth amplitude and period are larger in the
bean than the oval. �The sawtooth amplitude will be defined
as �Te�tc

−�−Te�tc
+�� /Te�tc

+�, where tc is the time of occurrence
of the collapse.� The pitch angle, Fig. 3�c�, shown smoothed
here, shows greater modulation depth and an abrupt change
at the sawtooth collapse in the bean but less modulation
depth and no obvious change at the sawtooth collapse in the
oval. The perturbation in the n=1 component of B	 at the
outside midplane, Fig. 3�d�, also shows different characteris-
tics. For the oval 	�B	

n=1
 rises during the sawtooth ramp due
to precursor oscillations. For the bean there are no precursor
oscillations and 	�B	

n=1
 spikes to a larger amplitude at the
time of the sawtooth collapse.

In Ohmic plasma �Ti�Te� the sawtooth periods, �S, are
typically 54 ms in the bean and 20 ms in the oval plasmas,
about half the values of �S found in these experiments with
low power NBI, where Ti�Te and fast ions contribute 1/4 to
1/3 of the total stored energy. In the experiments described
here, approximately half the neutral beam power is absorbed
by the electrons.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we present a detailed report of the experi-
mental results. Much of our understanding of the sawtooth
behavior has resulted from creating movies of Te profiles
from ECE with a 5 or 10 �s resolution. An examination of
the response to a brief pulse of ECH has been particularly
illuminating. We cannot show movies here but we will de-
scribe some of them in reporting on this experiment. We
begin this section with a table of representative quantities of
interest for four plasmas �Table I�; bean and oval shapes at
two values of plasma current. These cases �B1, B2, O1, and
O2� will be described in greater detail later in this section.
The larger Ip values are the limits of the experiment. In the
bean, those limits are due to the coil current limits, while in
the oval it is this configuration of the power supplies chosen
to allow alternating shapes on successive shots that limits the
plasma current.

A. A phenomenological description
of sawtooth collapse

When operating the experiment, the first prominent dis-
tinction in the sawtooth behavior between the two shapes is
the difference in the character of the sawtooth cycle �Fig. 4�.
Within a sawtooth cycle, there are generally oscillations of
much higher frequency than 1/�S, typically several kHz, as-
sociated with the m /n=1/1 instability itself. Those occurring

prior to the collapse are called precursor oscillations and
those following the collapse are called successor oscillations.
The oval has large precursor oscillations and minimal suc-
cessor oscillations. The bean has no detectable precursor os-
cillation but larger successor oscillations than the oval. The
bean also has a larger sawtooth amplitude and longer period
than the oval. Both show an event we refer to as a relaxation
event �RE� at about 25% of the sawtooth period where the
reheat stops and then begins again. We avoid calling this a
partial reconnection as we see no evidence of reconnection.

TABLE I. Typical values: Ip is plasma current, BT is applied toroidal field, V
is plasma volume, ne is line-averaged density, �i is plasma inductivity,
WMHD is plasma stored energy inferred from the applied vertical field, �S is
the sawtooth period, q95 is the safety factor at 95% of the normalized po-
loidal flux, �E

th is the energy confinement time of the thermal plasma �ne-
glecting fast ions�, �E

*��total stored energy/total input power�, �p1��p1

− p�r1�� / �2�0B	1
�, where “1” refers to the location of q=1, it is the “Bussac

beta” �Ref. 13�, and �Te�0� is the drop in central electron temperature at the
sawtooth collapse.

Case B1 B2 O1 O2

Shape Bean Bean Oval Oval

Shot no. 113920 118162 113915 118164

IP �MA� 1.38 1.52 0.88 1.18

BT �T� 1.79 1.85 1.80 1.85

V �m3� 17.5 17.6 20.1 20.1

ne��1019 m−3� 2.0 2.5 1.9 2.75

�P 0.22 0.24 0.45 0.38

�i 1.24 1.15 1.41 1.29

WMHD �MJ� 0.25 0.34 0.24 0.37

�E
* �ms� 93 127 90 140

�S �ms� 90 154 59 80

q95 3.9 3.6 5.4 4.2

�E
th �ms� – 75 – 75

�p1
b – 0.2 – 0.2

Max �Te�0� �keV�� 2.8 2.7 2.7 2.5

�Te�0� �keV� 1.2 1.3 0.6 0.6

FIG. 4. �Color online� Sawteeth in bean and oval plasmas: �a� and �c�
Central Te vs time. �b� and �d� �B	

˙ � vs time.
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In the oval, we cannot see evidence of why this relaxation
occurs. In the bean, a burst of n=1 activity can be seen
on the magnetic probes at the time of the relaxation event
�Fig. 4�b��.

We focus next on the electron temperature behavior
across the sawtooth collapse �Fig. 5�. In the presentation of
ECE data, we will often use Rvac rather than use ECE fre-
quency as a radial coordinate. Rvac�R0*BT0�0� /2ce, where
BT0 is the toroidal field in the absence of plasma. The cyclo-
tron frequencies correspond to the center of the bandwidth
selected by the ECE radiometer filters. This gives a reason-
able spatial perspective while avoiding the need for an equi-
librium calculation to map ECE radiometer frequencies to a
spatial variable. The upper panel of the color map shows the
bean as the sawtooth collapses. Essentially, there is no core
activity in the bean prior to the collapse and the hot core
makes an excursion to the outboard side in about 40 �s at
3360.7 ms. After the collapse, a double island structure is
seen in the collapsed core.

The oval shown in the lower panel exhibits a growing
precursor oscillation more commonly seen with a sawtooth
cycle. Prior to the last four oscillations, there is evidence of a
beating of this primary mode with a second mode. This sec-
ond mode is a fishbone oscillation.14 There are several fish-
bone bursts within each sawtooth cycle, each lasting a few
milliseconds and each sweeping down in frequency during
the burst. Finally, one of the bursts sweeps down to the pri-
mary frequency and beats against it. After that, the oscilla-
tion is more severe as evidenced by the modulation depth
and only a few cycles remain before collapse. If we define

the collapse time in a way that is analogous to the bean, the
departure of the hot spot from the core, that time is about
70 �s.

We turn to the analysis of the Te fluctuations, which are
interesting in their own right and also pave the way for the
analysis of the q profile. We calculate the cross correlation of
the ECE signals with the n=1 component of dB	 /dt obtained
by differencing two outer midplane magnetic probes. From
this we get the relative phase of the radial ECE channels
along with the coherence of the channels to the magnetic
perturbation �Fig. 6�. In the upper panel, we display the
analysis results for a bean in a 2 ms window after the col-
lapse. Prior to the collapse, there is no coherence between the
ECE and the magnetic probe measurements, consistent with
the lack of a visible precursor. In the post-crash phase, there
is a phase shift of 180 degrees such as the jump at R
=1.86 m, which matches a shift of opposite sense on the
inboard side �R=1.34 m� indicating an island, consistent
with the contours seen in Fig. 5�a�. �We assume that the jump
at R=1.96 m also has a corresponding jump on the inboard
side, beyond our viewing range.� The lower panel shows the
cross-correlation analysis in an oval, in a 2 ms interval dur-
ing the precursor oscillation but before the beating against
the fishbone described above. Here we see a phase jump on
the inboard side, but no corresponding jump on the outboard
side.

We demonstrate with a simple model that the existence
of this single phase jump on the high-field side distinguishes
an ideal quasi-interchange �QI�4 from a resistive internal
kink �RIK�.3 In our simple model, the eigenfunction has only
m=1 and 2 components called �1 and �2, respectively. All
that really counts in this model is that the m=1 component of
the eigenmode not be the rigid displacement characteristic of
an n=1 internal kink. The eigenfunction will be ��r ,	 , t�
=�1�r�cos�	− t�+�2�r�cos�2	− t� and the fluctuation signal
seen on the ECE radiometer will be ��r ,	 , t� ·�Te�r , t� /�r.
The components of ��r ,	 , t� and an assumed Te�r , t� are
shown in Fig. 7�a�. The FFT amplitude and phase are then

FIG. 5. �Color� Contour map of the electron temperature across a sawtooth
collapse in bean and oval plasmas; space vs time. The color bar between the
panels ranges from 0 to 3 keV. Rvac, as defined in the text, can be several cm
in error relative to R���, radii corresponding to equal flux spacing. The
collapse event in the bean is the shaded region. The four phases in the oval,
as described in the text, are separated by the shading.

FIG. 6. �Color online� �Te, fluctuation amplitude and phase shifts from the
cross-correlation of the ECE channels with a signal from external magnetic
probes at the n=1 frequency.
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shown in the lower panels. The important feature is the phase
jump and return that occur together on the inboard side. The
width, W, in the lower panel will depend on the actual shape
of the eigenmode as well as the temperature profile, Te�r�. As
will be shown in Sec. V, the m=1 components from ideal
stability calculations do not return to zero as rapidly as our
model, so W will be larger. Were there an island, there would
also be a jump of opposite sense on the low-field side. If the
eigenmode were an internal kink �top hat�, the phase jump
and the return would precisely overlay each other and thus

cancel �W→0 in Fig. 7�c��. This evidence shows that 2 ms
before collapse the oval is a QI. The wobble of the axis
�precursor oscillation� is ideal behavior with the axis under-
going a helical excursion, otherwise we would see matching
inboard and outboard phase jumps, as previously explained.
Correlation analysis during the last few cycles after the ap-
pearance of the fishbone still shows the single phase jump on
the high-field side. We do not believe it to be plausible that in
the last 70 �s the structure of the eigenmode would change
to a kink, so we conclude the collapse is a quasi-interchange.

The evolution of the Te profiles differs greatly between
bean and oval. In Fig. 8�a�, we show a sequence of radial Te

profiles at times relative to the collapse time, tc, for an oval.
Although the helical distortion of the axis becomes quite
severe, the correlation analysis does not indicate tearing has
occurred. By way of comparison, we show in Fig. 9 the
collapse of a bean sawtooth. The first time one could imagine
seeing an indication of a perturbation in the Te profile is
40 �s before the collapse, and 10 �s later the outer half has
caved in. Flattening near the axis, as seen in the oval, is not
observed. In neither shape do we see any evidence of tearing
prior to the collapse. In the bean, after the collapse there is
evidence an island is present, so we know the plasma has
reconnected. This does not occur prior to the 40 �s interval
of the collapse. In the oval, if tearing occurs, it does so
during the last cycle of the precursor oscillations.

B. The response to electron heating
with centrally deposited ECH

Before turning to the ion behavior, it is helpful to look at
the plasma response to about 3 /4 MW centrally deposited
ECH. The result is shown in Fig. 10�a�. We see that the bean
shape heats nicely with Te�0� reaching 3.9 keV, as compared
to 2.7 keV for a similar discharge without ECH �Fig. 10�b��.
The sawtooth period, �S, is decreased by a few percent. The
baseline of the sawteeth without ECH is shown as a dashed
line in the figure. With the addition of ECH, this baseline
rises by �0.2 keV. The oval presents a less regular picture
with the precursor m /n=1/1 oscillation present throughout
most of the sawtooth interval. Here the base of the sawteeth
rises about 0.6 keV while the peak sawtooth �Te is little
changed, remaining about 0.6 keV. That the amplitude of the
sawtooth remains about the same while the base rises is an
indication there is little localization of the heating. This is
evidence that electron energy confinement in the oval is quite
inferior to that in the bean. �S becomes irregular with the
period longer when partial reconnections are more severe.
Looking at sawteeth with minimal partial reconnection �Fig.
10�a� at t�3770 ms�, the period �S is shortened from 58 to
37 ms, much larger than the 5% difference in �S for the bean
shape.

C. Ion temperature behavior in beans and ovals

In DIII-D with new detectors for the CER diagnostic, the
ion temperature profile is followed through a sawtooth cycle
for the first time. Central values are compared to Te for the
bean in Fig. 11�a� and the oval in Fig. 11�b�.

FIG. 7. �a� The components of the assumed eigenfunction for a quasi-
interchange, �1 and �2, and Te profile; �b� �Te, the fluctuation amplitude,
which does not return to zero at the center because the Te profile is measured
slightly below the plasma center, and �c� phase shifts from the cross-
correlation of the ECE channels with an external magnetic probe at the n
=1 frequency. The width W is proportional to the inverse of the slope
�d�1 /dr�−1, where �1 intersects �2.
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Until the relaxation event �RE�, no central �T is devel-
oped. This is illustrated with the ion temperature profiles in
Fig. 12, where we show the radial profiles at selected times.
There are a number of characteristic features to point out in
Fig. 11. The most obvious is that the ion sawtooth amplitude
is more than twice that of the electrons in the oval shape. In
the bean, the RE ends before 2940 ms and after that time we
see that Ti��� starts to peak up. In the oval, the RE ends
before 2965 ms and then Ti��� starts to peak. The bean char-
acteristically exhibits a “rollover” in Ti at about 2/3 �S where
Ti begins to decrease while Te continues to increase. This
behavior is not seen in the oval shape. Here, “rollover” is

restricted to exclude the situation in which Ti and Te decrease
together, which does occur in the oval shape when the m /n
=1/1 oscillations become large.

D. Equilibrium reconstruction and the safety factor

Accurate equilibrium reconstruction using the EFIT15

code is critical to successful stability analysis. The difficulty
in this problem is that a specification of the plasma pressure
requires a calculation of the fast ion component, which in
itself requires an equilibrium. The thermal part of the pres-
sure can be obtained directly from the data but is often a
poor approximation to the total pressure in the central region.
The usual approach is to create an equilibrium using MSE
data and external magnetic measurements. The total pressure
is computed, in our cases using TRANSP. Now a second
equilibrium is calculated where that total pressure is input as
data in the least-squares minimization along with the previ-

FIG. 8. �Color� The evolution of the radial Te profiles during the sawtooth
collapse in the oval shape. �a� Te�Rvac� from ECE at selected times before

the collapse time, tc. �b� Central Te and Ḃ	 over the sawtooth interval, ex-
panded in �b1�. The vertical bars correspond to the profile times in �a�.

FIG. 9. �Color� The evolution of the radial Te profiles during the sawtooth
collapse in the bean shape.

FIG. 10. �Color online� �a� Central Te when 3/4 MW of central ECH is
added. In the upper panel the short dashed lines are the location of the base
of the sawtooth without ECH. �b� Similar plasmas without ECH.
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ous data. Calculating the total pressure based on one equilib-
rium solution and using this p��� in a subsequent iteration16

is often referred to as “kinetic EFIT.”
We found two deficiencies in this process. The first was

that the final equilibrium did not show Te from ECE to be a
flux surface quantity. That is, ECE did not exhibit reflective
symmetry about the magnetic axis. The second deficiency
was, in fact, an incorrect assumption on our part that qmin

should not be above unity in cases like O1. From cases in the
operating years 1999, 2001, and 2003, our best efforts re-
sulted in qmin in the range 1.02–1.06. However, the first de-
ficiency we mentioned is quite serious for this experiment,
which relies extensively on ECE and accurate equilibrium
information in the axial region. Parenthetically, cases like B1
showed monotonic q profiles with q0�0.9 in all operating
periods for this experiment.

We believe the procedure used here is superior, in that
the magnetic axis is properly located. Within a single equi-
librium calculation we use the ECE signals �Te� as a
constraint17,18 on the flux surface geometry along with the
MSE data. This assures a location for R0 from the equilib-
rium that is consistent with the central Te profile. Then the
total pressure is calculated in the usual way and added as a
fitting constraint in the usual way, as p��� at a number of
points equally spaced in � from the axis to the boundary.
This represents an improved procedure in that we do not
prescribe an erroneous p��� based on a previous equilibrium
calculation. Rather, we assert that Te labels a flux surface and
adjust the constraint between iterations within a single equi-
librium calculation. Of course, this can only be used if ECE
signals span a sufficient region of the plasma. Additionally,
this is less numerically stable than the usual “kinetic EFIT”
and we found it necessary to enforce up/down symmetry to
achieve adequate convergence in EFIT. Fortunately, the ex-
periment was designed such that the plasmas are quite sym-

metric about the midplane. Initially we did this in an oval
plasma where the usual kinetic equilibrium reconstruction
efforts yielded a result that q did not drop below 1.02 before
the sawtooth crash. As discussed in more detail below, the q
profile and boundary shape are then used as input to
TRANSP where then total pressure, including fast ions, is
calculated. This Te-constrained solution reduced qmin from a
value above 1.02 to 1.00; that is, the differences from the
traditional approach are not large. The major attraction of
this approach to equilibrium reconstruction is that our solu-
tion is geometrically correct in the vicinity of the magnetic
axis.

The first results we want to present are for cases B1 and
O1 of Table I, also shown previously in Figs. 6 and 10�b�.
The case of the oval is shown in Fig. 13. Total pressure and
safety factor are displayed at 13% and 87% of the sawtooth
period. The distinctive features are the small change during a
sawtooth cycle and the lack of any central shear. While qmin

FIG. 11. �Color online� Central Ti and Te for �a� a bean shape and �b� the
oval. The time resolution is 5 �s for Te and 320 �s for Ti.

FIG. 12. �Color� Spline fits of Ti��� at selected times in a sawtooth cycle for
�a� a bean shape and �b� the oval. At two times, the data used in the fit are
displayed. � is the square root of the normalized toroidal flux. Times refer to
Fig. 11.
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remains above unity, this is perhaps just a matter of accuracy,
however such profiles have been shown theoretically to be
unstable.19 The behavior of the bean �Fig. 14� is entirely
different. The pressure evolution is substantial. This is even
seen in the plasma diamagnetism, which shows about 15% of
the plasma stored energy is lost from the plasma on each
sawtooth collapse. The safety factor evolves into a mono-
tonic profile after the RE and a typical minimum during the
sawtooth cycle is q0�0.85.

If we look carefully at the first time in Fig. 14, which is
13 ms after the sawtooth collapse, we find q crosses 1 at R
=1.47, 1.55, 1.79, and 1.91. This is in reasonable agreement
with the locations of phase jumps in the ECE cross correla-
tion �Fig. 6�b�� taken 2 ms after the collapse. These phase
jumps demand a double crossing of q=1, indicative of the
double island structure. We do not know the details of the
evolution of this small island, but we do know it has van-
ished by the RE that occurs 30 ms after the sawtooth col-

lapse, after which the q profile is again monotonic. This cor-
relation of equilibrium reconstruction, based on MSE
measurements of the pitch angle, 
P, with ECE cross corre-
lation that does not depend at all on the MSE measurements,
provides additional confidence in the correctness of our re-
sult. Additionally, the raw MSE data shown in Fig. 3�c� sug-
gest a qualitative difference between the two shapes with a
more dramatic change in q at the collapse in the bean. �The
temporal resolution of the MSE is 0.5 ms.� In the bean
shape, one can see the distinct drop in B	 between time
samples at the collapse time. In the oval, one cannot see
these distinct changes; as shown in Fig. 3�c�, part �c1�, B	

meanders down over 2 or 3 ms and we discern no particular
character to this drop. One can resolve in a statistical sense
that a decrease in central B	 occurs near every sawtooth col-
lapse, but one cannot determine exactly when, in contrast to
the clear drop detected in the bean.

Previous reports20–22 have stated that q0 remains well
below unity after the sawtooth collapse. From the descrip-
tions of very small changes, �q0 on each sawtooth collapse,
these appear to be similar to the type of sawtooth we observe
in ovals. However, previous work on DIII-D9,23 has also re-
ported q0 returning to unity, as observed in this work.

For the higher current oval case, O2, our reconstruction
shows qmin dropping below unity to 0.95 �Fig. 15�. The lower
current �Ip=0.9 MA� cases are from 2003 and earlier oper-
ating years. The higher current �Ip=1.25 MA� cases are from
2004. The MSE hardware and calibration were somewhat
different for the two cases, but we do not have a better com-
parison. Note also that the pressure change is also larger for
the case O2 than O1. However, there appears to be no sig-
nificant change in the gross sawtooth characterization be-
tween the lower and higher plasma current cases. In the ex-
periment and analysis, we are confident of differences such
as the q profiles in case B1 relative to O1 or B2 relative to
O2. We do not have the same level of confidence in compari-
sons such as O2 to O1 and try to avoid using cases from
different operating days in our analysis.

FIG. 13. �Color online� q�R� and p�R� from equilibrium reconstruction with
EFIT at two times in the sawtooth cycle for an oval shape. tc is the collapse
time and �S is the sawtooth period. Case O1.

FIG. 14. �Color online� q�R� and p�R� from equilibrium reconstruction with
EFIT at three times in the sawtooth cycle for a bean shape. tc is the collapse
time and �s is the sawtooth period. Case B1.

FIG. 15. �Color online� q�R� and p�R� from equilibrium reconstruction with
EFIT at two times in the sawtooth cycle for an oval shape. tc is the collapse
time and �S is the sawtooth period. Case O2.
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E. The response of Te to an ECH pulse

Some of the most dramatic results are elucidated by ex-
amining the response to a short �10 ms� pulse of ECH aimed
near the plasma center ���0.05�. The most revealing result
comes from such heating in the oval shape timed to be after
the RE but prior to the growth of the m /n=1/1 precursor.
Care needs to be taken so the ECH power is not so large as
to excite these oscillations. The method here is to heat with
ECH in 10 ms pulses with a regular repetition rate that is
smaller than the sawtooth rate. Thus the timing of the ECH
relative to the sawtooth is random and we search the results
for important cases. We begin our discussion with the bean
shape, shown in Fig. 16. In the upper panel, the radial profile
Te�Rvac� is shown just prior to the ECH pulse and again just
before terminating the pulse. The ECH deposition is near �
=0.05. �It varies a bit between gyrotrons.� The lower panel

shows timing information; central Te, Ḃ	, and the ECH
power are shown. We note the timing of the ECH pulse is

when Ḃ	 is small. �Ḃ	 is virtually all from the n=1 Fourier
component.� Even before the ECH pulse, a distinct central
�Te is visible. Also, the slight hollowness in the center is the
result of our choice to heat slightly off axis.

Now we turn to the oval behavior illustrated in Fig. 17.
Here there is minimal response to the ECH heating pulse
unless the m /n=1/1 oscillation is present. There is no sign
that a local gradient is being established, in marked contrast
to the bean, where one sees the center heating first and the
increased �Te spreading outward from the axis. In the oval,
the evidence of heating is that the entire central region, to
approximately ri, shows an increased Te indicating that out-
side this region an increase in �Te can be sustained. Note
that the central power density of the ECH absorbed is more
than 10 times the neutral beam power deposited in the elec-
trons. The relationship of the m=1/n=1 MHD activity to the
localization of heating is quite pronounced. We do not see a
localization of electron heating unless we observe the axis is
becoming helical. These precursor oscillations can be ma-

nipulated somewhat with the ECH pulse by changing its tim-
ing and amplitude. We have very nice examples where a
single gyrotron ECH pulse does not produce �Te, but part
way through a similar case with two gyrotrons there is an
onset of m /n=1/1 activity accompanied by �Te and an in-

crease in Te
˙

This is somewhat the opposite of what happens in a bean
shape. In the bean shape, the successor oscillations are maxi-
mal immediately after the collapse and have disappeared by
the time of the relaxation event, an interval of about 30 ms.
In the first 10 or so ms, there is no clear evidence of response
to an ECH pulse. In the next 10 ms, there is a peaking of Te,
but less extensive spatially than in the next 10 ms or times
still later in the sawtooth cycle. This is qualitatively consis-
tent with our description of an island structure created by the

FIG. 18. �Color� �a� Te�Rvac� �keV� for the two times indicated in �b�, at the
beginning and end of an ECH pulse in the oval shape. The region of m /n
=1 activity is marked by the two-color symbol. �b� Central Te for the single

sawtooth period along with �B	
˙ � at the outside midplane normalized to its

peak value during the sawtooth cycle, and the ECH heating pulse displaced
upward by 1 MW.

FIG. 16. �Color� �a� Te�Rvac� �keV� for two times indicated in �b� at the
beginning and end of an ECH pulse in the bean shape. �b� Central Te for the

single sawtooth period along with �B	
˙ � at the outside midplane normalized to

its peak value during the sawtooth cycle, and the ECH heating pulse dis-
placed upward by 1 MW.

FIG. 17. �Color� Te�Rvac� �keV� for the two times indicated in �b�, at the
beginning and end of an ECH pulse in the oval shape. �b� Central Te for the

single sawtooth period along with �B	
˙ � at the outside midplane normalized to

its peak value during the sawtooth cycle, and the ECH heating pulse dis-
placed upward by 1 MW.
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collapse and vanishing before the time of the RE. In the oval,
however, there is no sign of peaking prior to the onset of an
n /m=1/1 oscillation that is dynamically visible in the ECE
radial profile. This is illustrated in Fig. 18, where we have
chosen, from the same discharge as in Fig. 17, a different
sawtooth where the ECH pulse occurs later in the sawtooth
cycle and itself excites more m /n=1/1 activity than would
occur at that time without ECH. The phase of the 1/1 is
chosen such that the flat region is seen on the inboard side.
Some of the apparent radial gradient in Te is likely to be
poloidal flux compression as the axis undergoes helical mo-

tion. However, the heating rate, Ṫe, also is increased at the
onset of the 1/1 activity, providing further evidence that elec-
tron radial transport is reduced.

F. Other behaviors

We turn now to discuss the density behavior. The density
is the least well measured quantity. It is obtained from the
Thomson scattering with a sample every 6 ms and a large
scatter compared to the statistical error, as is common with
such measurements. The density profile is broad as is com-
mon in tokamaks. In the oval, we can see no regular modu-
lation of the density. The statistical uncertainty is about 5%,
whereas in the bean there is a regular variation with central
density increasing about 20% through the sawtooth cycle.

Qualitatively, the sawtooth collapse in the bean shape is
much more violent than it is in the oval. Overall, in the oval
�case O2� there is a 16% pressure drop within the sawtooth
region on the sawtooth collapse. Measurements of total
stored energy do not show any modulation. In the bean there
is a 42% pressure drop within the sawtooth region on the
sawtooth collapse and about 15% of the total stored energy is
lost from the plasma, presumably to the inner wall �the lim-
iter�.

We have also examined density fluctuations with an FIR
scattering system.24 Comparing oval and bean, a larger am-
plitude in density fluctuation spectra is seen in the oval �Fig.
19� at larger k and higher frequencies where k	�i�2−3. This
may be indicative of trapped electron modes. This would be
consistent with the observation that the turbulence is seen in
the electron channel while ion confinement is excellent in the
oval.

G. Other shapes

Our comparisons of bean and oval shapes appeared so
extremely different that we wondered if there might be a
transition at some shape from one type of behavior to the
other. To investigate this, we compared the sawtooth behav-
ior at values of triangularity, �=0.20 and 0.42 to the oval
shape. We will refer to these, �=0.20 and 0.42, as a

FIG. 20. �Color� �a� Te �keV� vs time for the shapes indicated with triangu-

larities, �=0.0, 0.20, and 0.42. �b� The n=1 component of �Ḃ	� vs time on
the same time interval. These are offset from each other for clarity. The ECH
heating power is 0.7 MW in all cases.

FIG. 21. �Color� �a� Electron and ion temperature response at the same
spatial location, ��0.1 for three shapes with only NBI. �S is 72, 64, and
51 ms in the moderate-D, weak-D, and oval, respectively. �b� Electron and
ion temperature response at the same spatial location, ��0.1, for three
shapes with NBI and 0.7 MW ECH. �S is 51, 44, and 39 ms in the
moderate-D, weak-D, and oval, respectively.

FIG. 19. �Color online� The spectrum of density fluctuations from FIR
scattering for bean and oval plasmas; square root of detected power vs
frequency.
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“weak-D” and “moderate-D,” respectively. These results are
quite new at the time of writing this paper and we can only
present a cursory inspection of the data. There is some im-
provement in electron heating efficiency with the increase of
the triangularity to �=0.20 as can be seen by an increase in
electron heating efficiency with ECH. In Fig. 20�a�, we show
the response to ECH heating and it is improved somewhat
over the oval. Here, the ECH is sustained for many sawtooth
cycles, not short pulses as discussed in Sec. III E. In Fig.

20�b�, we show Ḃ	 and note that the weak-D has precursor
oscillations like the oval does and the moderate-D has suc-
cessor oscillations like in the bean. Increasing to �=0.42 also
had a more dramatic effect on electron heating than the in-
crease to �=0.20.

Another view can be obtained by comparing ion and
electron temperatures, as in Fig. 21�a�. Here the Te is at the
position of the innermost Ti channel, 6–9 cm outside the
magnetic axis. In all these shapes, the ion sawtooth ampli-
tude is substantially larger than the electron sawtooth ampli-
tude, whereas in a bean they are comparable. Similar data are
shown in Fig. 21�b� for the case with added ECH. The saw-
tooth period and the ion sawtooth amplitude are always re-
duced when ECH is added. Also, the improvement of elec-
tron heating in the weak-D is more noticeable here than in
the previous figure.

We can say that the electron heating efficiency with cen-
tral ECH is better in a weak-D than in an oval and much
better in a moderate-D than in an oval. The enormous in-
crease in the ion sawtooth amplitude in the moderate-D is
surprising. A valid comparison to the bean requires further
study with data acquired in a single operating period. Both
the ECE diagnostic and the ECH pointing antenna have been
modified between the time of these data and the data shown
in Fig. 10.

IV. TRANSPORT AND STABILITY ANALYSIS

A. Energy transport analysis with TRANSP

We have used the TRANSP25 code to examine electron
and ion energy transport rates during the sawtooth for the
discharges shown in Fig. 11, which are cases B2 and O2 of
Table I. Our use of TRANSP is not quite standard and we
will discuss this in some detail. Data preparation begins with
reconstruction of equilibria as discussed above. These are at
a 5 ms interval, averaging magnetics and MSE data over
±2 ms. Then the data for Te, ne, Ti, v�, and nZ are fit as
functions of toroidal flux using similar or smaller time win-
dows. TRANSP input is then these fitted profiles along with
boundary shape and q profiles from the equilibrium recon-
structions, and some global data such as Ip, PNBI, etc.

Initial attempts at analysis with the TRANSP code
proved difficult. We found artificial effects appearing as a
convective loss term. We used equilibria at 5 ms intervals
and found noise did not disappear as long as the multiple
equilibria were used. Conversely, if we allowed all the ki-
netic quantities to vary but kept a single equilibrium �bound-
ary shape and q profile�, the anomalous variation in the con-

vective loss did not appear. TRANSP outputs a variable �̇

��̇ /� as a measure of grid motion, and we saw that when

the equilibrium varied �̇ was of order unity, indicating unac-
ceptably large grid motion. We also examined the terms in
the Fourier expansion of R and Z from the VMEC solution
inside TRANSP. For interior surfaces ���1/2� there was no
regular behavior to the high-order terms. We interpret this as
follows: The number of Fourier terms required to describe
the plasma boundary is much larger than 2, while at the
magnetic axis only ellipticity survives and just two Fourier
components are needed. We begin with 12 terms at the

FIG. 22. �Color online� The electron power balance integrated from 0 to � in
MW for the electrons. PIN

e , P� , P�, and Pei are the input power, and the
power loss due to heat conduction, convection, and electron-ion transfer,
respectively. We is the electron stored energy. The dashed vertical line is the

q=1 location. Ẇe= PIN
e + Pei+ P�+ P�.

FIG. 23. �Color online� The ion power balance integrated from 0 to � in
MW for the electrons. PIN

i , P�, P�, and Pie are the input power and the
power loss due to heat conduction, convection, and ion-electron transfer,
respectively. Wi is the ion stored energy. The dashed vertical line is the q

=1 location. Ẇi= PIN
i + Pie+ P�+ P�.
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boundary. The six antisymmetric terms can be discarded im-
mediately. The higher-order terms are poorly defined and
serve effectively as a noise source. To remedy these prob-
lems, we decided to average the equilibria over sawteeth.
Having averaged the equilibrium and thus removed the arti-
ficial convection, we felt it necessary to perform a similar
average on all other quantities used as input. Our averaging
procedure was to translate each input to a time base that is
the sawtooth period. Then each quantity is interpolated
across the time base by a regression to a function of time,
either constant, linear, or quadratic. This crash-synchronized
boxcar averaging worked quite well.

The integrated power balances inside the half-radius are
shown in Fig. 22 for the electrons and in Fig. 23 for the ions.
The loss mechanism is primarily heat conduction in both
shapes. In the oval, the electron channel dominates the loss
as expected from the difference in sawtooth amplitudes. In
the bean shape, the ion and electron losses are comparable.

Perhaps more interesting is an odd symmetry in transport
rates. The thermal diffusivities are shown volume-averaged
to �=0.3 for a sawtooth cycle in Fig. 24. We also show the
ion neoclassical26 and electron paleoclassical27 values. In the
oval, the ion thermal diffusivity approximates the neoclassi-

cal value over most of the period, while the electron trans-
port is huge. In the bean, the ion diffusivity is still low by
tokamak standards, but well above neoclassical. However, in
the bean the electron diffusivity is in good agreement with
the paleoclassical value �itself uncertain in these conditions
by a factor of 2�28 that has been proposed as the minimum
achievable value in a tokamak. In the oval the ions and in the
bean the electrons are near the theoretical limits. We also
note that the “rollover” in Ti in the bean during the latter part
of the sawtooth cycle is associated with an increase in �i. It
is interesting that in the oval �e��e

PC at the end of the saw-
tooth period. The reason the paleoclassical values differ be-
tween bean and oval is primarily the lower shear of the oval
q profile inside ri.

Fast ion transport is also affected more in the bean than
the oval. From a neutron detector with 20 �s resolution, we
see that the loss at the sawtooth collapse is quite fast. The
drops in measured and calculated �TRANSP� neutron rates
are in good agreement, indicating that the fast ion behavior is
essentially correct. The comparison in Table II shows the fast
ion loss at the time of collapse. The loss of fast ions from the
sawtooth region is larger and faster in the bean than in the
oval.

Finally, we examine the parallel electrical resistivity. In
these cases, more than 80% of the plasma current inside ri is
inductive, the remainder being primarily beam-driven. We
can run the same cases again with TRANSP except that we

TABLE II. Fast ion loss at sawtooth collapse. � is the difference in value
over the sawtooth collapse, Uf is the fast ion energy density, Ut is the total
ion energy density, and �t is the time from 90% to 10% of the measured �N.

Case B2 O2

Shape Bean Oval

Measured neutrons ��1014 s−1� 3.65 3.40

Calculated neutrons ��1014 s−1� 3.30 3.10

Measured �N ��1014 s−1� −0.90 −0.30

Calculated �N ��1014 s−1� −0.95 −0.30

�=0
�=0.3UfdV �kJ� 34 36

�UfdV �kJ� −13 −4

�=0
�=0.3UtdV �kJ� 107 128

�UtdV �kJ� −36 −20

�t ��s� �220 �360

TABLE III. Calculated growth rates for the n=1 mode, diamagnetic fre-
quencies, resistive diffusion times, and normalized shear at q=1.

Case B2 O2


A �s−1� 32000 54000

*T �s−1� 12000 28000

���=�0r1
2 /�� �s� 2.5 1.8

s1̂�=�1/q���q /�r�� 0.29 0.19

FIG. 24. �Color� The thermal diffusivities are shown for a single sawtooth
period, volume-averaged from �=0 to �=0.30. �e and �i are the measured
electron and ion diffusivities. �i

NC is the neoclassical ion diffusivity, and �e
PC

is the paleoclassical electron diffusivity.

FIG. 25. �Color� m=1 and m=2 components of the n=1 eigenfunction. The
dashed vertical lines are the location of q=1 in the three cases. The case
with q0=0.99 is like the case in Fig. 15, but with q0 raised. Note the eigen-
function shape is quite similar to that for Fig. 15 with q0=0.95.
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ignore the measured q profile and instead obtain the current
profile from the neoclassical calculation. Then we can com-
pare 
P for the two cases. In both bean and oval, we find the
difference in 
P within the interval R= �1.2,2.1� m is less
than the measurement accuracy standard deviation of 0.3 de-
grees. This translates to an agreement within a factor of 2.5
in resistivity between measured and neoclassical values in-
side the half-radius. We were seeking a difference in the
plasma resistivity relative to the neoclassical value between
the bean and oval shapes that might correlate with the
anomalously high electron energy transport in the oval.
Within experimental accuracy, no such effect was observ-
able. The experimental uncertainty could be reduced with
more data sets.

B. Stability to the n=1 internal mode

We have done stability analysis for cases O2 and B2
from Table I at the latest times shown in Figs. 15 and 14
using the GATO29 code. Growth rates and diamagnetic fre-
quencies are shown in Table III for bean and oval cases. In
neither case is the diamagnetic frequency sufficiently large to
play an important role. �Porcelli30 reports that *i�2−4
H

is needed.� In many ways this experiment parallels the com-
putational work of Ref. 11, however their work focuses on

stabilization at very low shear at q=1, s1̂=0.04–0.07, which
are much smaller than those observed here.

For the bean, we find an instability with the eigenfunc-
tion having the “top hat” shape characteristic of the internal
kink. The m=1 and 2 components of the eigenfunctions for
cases B2 and O2 are shown in Fig. 25.

The oval case, O2, is also found to be unstable to n=1.
�The cases O1 and B1 are also unstable.� The eigenfunction
calculated by GATO is similar to that of the QI mode in-
voked by Wesson4 to explain rapid sawtooth crashes on JET,
although in the present case the mode is saturated and evolv-
ing slowly at the time of our analysis. Waelbroeck31 pre-
dicted analytically the saturation of the QI mode. We have
verified the interpretation of the precursor as a saturated QI
mode with nonlinear MHD simulations using the
NIMROD32 code. The saturation explains the continuation of
the ramp long after the ideal MHD threshold has been
crossed. As expected from the single inboard phase jump in
the ECE cross correlation, in the oval case the parabolic
shape of the m=1 component of the eigenfunction shows the
mode is a quasi-interchange, while the square waveform of
the bean case is characteristic of an internal kink �Fig. 25�.

C. Stability to interchange modes

We evaluate resistive interchange stability �the full flux
surface integrals, not the axial approximation of Eq. �1�� with
the BALOO33 code, which uses the expressions from Ref. 7,
thus all the geometric terms are correctly handled. Both bean
and oval are unstable inside the inversion radius except for a
small time interval just after collapse. Case O2 with q0

�0.95 is shown in Fig. 26 and case B2 with q0�0.85 in Fig.
27. All cases we have examined show similar behavior, sus-
taining a pressure gradient for most of the sawtooth cycle
while violating both the ideal �DI� and resistive �DR� inter-

FIG. 26. �Color online� Interchange criterion; �a� the arcsinh of the inter-
change criterion vs ��n for both DR and DI and �b� q and p���� vs ��n. Case
02. In the upper panel the vertical bars below zero indicate the onset of
instability while the vertical bar above zero is the location of q=1.

FIG. 27. �Color online� Interchange criterion; �a� the arcsinh of the inter-
change criterion vs ��n for both DR and DI and �b� q and p���� vs ��n. Case
B2. In the upper panel, the vertical bars below zero indicate the onset of
instability while the vertical bar above zero is the location of q=1.
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change criteria over a significant fraction of the plasma mi-
nor radius. In Figs. 26 and 27 the effect of the shaping is
seen in the offset of the point where DR=0 from the point
where q=1 is to the inside �lower q in the bean and to the
outside to q�1� in the case of the oval. The plasma appears
to ignore these subtle distinctions. Greene7 shows that DR

�V†† and V†† can be separated into terms corresponding to
magnetic well, shear ��q� /q�, and �p. In our cases, the
latter terms are negligible and the instability occurs because
the well term is positive.

The experiment began as an effort to vary the magnetic
well, or average normal curvature, and observe the conse-
quences on the sawtooth behavior. When we evaluate the
normal curvature, �n, we find it is very near zero over the
unstable region. For an axisymmetric system �n

= �1/B2�� /���B2+2�0p�.39 We find �n�0 for both bean and
oval cases. The term �1/B2�� /���B2� differs substantially in
the bean and oval shapes. What has happened is that p� has
increased in the bean �compare Fig. 27�b� to Fig. 26�b�� so
this change is canceled and both cases have similar �n. There
is a second, smaller effect in that lower q0 of the bean will
result in a bit smaller 	B2
�.

V. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

A. The sawtooth collapse

The sawteeth in ovals and beans are qualitatively differ-
ent, the former being a QI and the latter a RIK. It is com-
monly thought that the QI cannot occur unless q0 is very
close to unity.1 However, calculations using GATO indicate
that the eigenfunction would continue to have qualitative
features of the QI with q0 well below unity for our cases.
This is shown in Fig. 25, where we have shown cases O2,
B2, and O2 modified to raise q0 but maintain the profiles.

The behavior of B	 relative to Te is illustrated in Fig. 28.
We do see a distinct coincidence of the drop in Te and B	 for
the bean, but we distinctly do not see such coincidence for
the oval. Additionally, there is the lack of a density pertur-

bation in the oval. The large flat regions of Te synchronous
with precursor oscillations, as shown in shown in Fig. 8, had
been interpreted as islands for many years. We were sur-
prised to find that this is not the case and these precursors are
not evidence of a growing resistive internal kink mode. The
preponderance of the evidence argues that the mode is a QI
and there is not compelling evidence for a reconnection
event on the time scale of the collapse of Te. As we have
defined the collapse time, this time is about 70 �s in the oval
�Fig. 5�. A common definition is the 90%–10% fall time of a
central ECE channel. If we chose that definition, the time
would be about 870 �s, as seen in Fig. 8�b�, ignoring all the
activity in Fig. 8�b�, part �b1�. In neither bean nor oval is
tearing observed prior to the collapse. Such tearing must
only occur in the last few tens of microseconds prior to col-
lapse, or even over a similar time after collapse in the case of
the bean.

In the oval during the crash, the drop in the central B	 is
slow. The nature of the crash in the oval remains unclear. The
equilibrium reconstructions show that there is very little he-
lical flux �the flux through a ribbon subtended by the axis
and a q=1 line� in the core, and the MSE measurements
indicate that the change in B	 during the crash is likewise
very small. This suggests that an electrostatic mechanism
could be responsible for releasing the heat, although a mag-
netic reconnection process in the region where the flux is
compressed by the saturation of the quasi-interchange mode
may also play a role.

Recently, we have extended the range of plasma current
in the oval to Ip=1.6 MA �ql�3.5� thinking that the saw-
tooth would evolve to a resistive internal kink as ql is low-
ered. The observed phenomenology is unchanged from that
seen in ovals at lower plasma current. �At Ip=1.6 MA �S

=57 ms, �Te /Te=0.56/1.82=0.3, and �Ti /Ti=1.26/2.17
=0.6, the n=1 precursor oscillations persist and no distinct
change in 
P is seen coincident with the collapse.�

The sawtooth collapse in the bean does not exhibit pre-
cursor oscillations. Instead, the bean has successor oscilla-
tions in which an island structure is seen. There seems little
doubt of reconnection in this case as q across the central
region returns to near unity from values typically 0.85.
Plasma density is lost in addition to poloidal flux, furthering
the generally accepted explanation of a resistive internal
kink. The eigenfunction is characteristic of an internal kink.
The collapse time is about 40 �s. A prompt change in the
internal B	 is seen in the MSE pitch angle for the bean but
not for the oval. The magnitude of the pitch angle change for
central MSE channels is substantially larger in the bean
shape than in the oval, indicating a larger change in central q
at the sawtooth collapse. A question to which we do not have
an answer is why the sawtooth in the bean shape did not
collapse much sooner. We do not believe that finite orbit
effects from thermal ions should be important in the layer
physics of reconnection as the ratio of poloidal gyroradius to
layer width is well below unity ��i /�0�0.3�.34 In both
shapes, the q profiles are consistent with current diffusion
governed by neoclassical resistivity over a sawtooth interval.

Lastly, we note that this is the only device to report q0

returning to unity upon sawtooth collapse. We have ex-

FIG. 28. �Color online� Te and B	 from an internal MSE channel; �a� case
B2 and �b� case O2. The B	 is boxcar-smoothed for clarity, as was discussed
in Fig. 3.
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plained in some detail the reasons for our confidence in these
results. Were these only results with strong shaping �beans�,
we might suspect the differences with other experiments
were related to shape differences as those results were in
either circular or nearly elliptical plasmas. We presently have
no explanation for the difference between our results and
work on other devices.

Summarizing, the change in shape results in important
changes in central electron energy transport. As a result, the
electron temperature is more peaked in a bean than in an oval
with a somewhat higher Te�0�. The resulting differences in
the parallel electrical resistivity, which scales as Te

3/2, cause
the q profile to evolve differently in the two cases. This leads
to a large change in central q in the bean over a sawtooth
cycle, but a much smaller change with lower shear in the
oval. The bean then collapses as a RIK and the oval as a QI.
The difference is not demonstrated to be directly a conse-
quence of the shape; rather, the difference is a consequence
of the effect of shape on electron energy transport. The large
difference in sawtooth periods between the bean and oval
shapes is unexplained. The bean has been ideally unstable for
most of its cycle and has shown no sign of instability until
the collapse.

B. Interchange stability

We are convinced the results presented are robust, and
that neither the resistive nor ideal interchange criterion is
satisfied for stability over most of the central �r�ri� region
over most of the sawtooth period. At the same time, our
attempt to change the magnetic well depth has resulted in
substantial alteration in the plasma behavior. The original
notion for the experiment was to make a large change in the
average normal curvature, �n, and observe the plasma behav-
ior. We are struck by the fact that we failed to do this in that
�n�0 inside ri in both cases with no apparent limitation on
�p. This suggests to us that there is some deficiency in the
calculation of DR; i.e., there are important physical effects
missing from the calculation. We suspect the neglect of ki-
netic corrections35 is the most likely deficiency. This calcu-
lation has not yet been generalized from circular to arbitrary
geometry. If the modified interchange criterion were found to
be satisfied, we could then conclude that the plasma response
to our attempt to increase average curvature is to increase the
plasma pressure, thus compensating for change in geometry
by driving to a new marginal point via a change in pressure
through a change in confinement. If this were not the case,
we would still be faced with the fact that an attempt to vary
the magnetic well results in very substantial changes in
plasma properties. Energy transport and n=1 stability are
altered, but not the magnetic well. This argues strongly that
local interchange stability plays an important role in the to-
kamak even if we do not understand the complete theoretical
treatment. Even while making this argument, we recognize
that a principal finding of the experiment is the poor electron
energy confinement in the oval while the ion energy confine-
ment is excellent. This opposition seems inconsistent with
processes dominated by interchange stability where one
would expect the electrons to be essentially dragged along by

the ions. Another example of the electrons responding differ-
ently to MHD activity than the ions is seen if we closely
examine the relaxation event. The recovery is sooner in ions
than electrons and this is even more dramatically true in the
oval �Fig. 11� than in the bean.

These results are obtained in conditions where direct
heating of electrons and ions is similar. In cases in which the
majority of the power deposition is in the ions, as is common
in present-day high performance experiments,36 these effects
will be less obvious. On the other hand, in an �-heated de-
vice such as ITER, they will be more severe as the ions will
only be heated by energy exchange with the electrons.

C. Confinement

Electron temperature sawtooth amplitudes ��Te�tc
−�

−Te�tc
+�� /Te�tc

+�� and sawtooth periods are about twice as
large in the bean ��2/3� as in the oval ��1/3�. The ion
temperature sawtooth amplitude ��2/3� is much larger than
the electron temperature sawtooth amplitude ��1/3� in the
oval. In the bean, the ion and electron sawtooth amplitudes
are comparable. The central ion temperature stops its rise and
begins to decrease at about 2 /3�s. Heating with centrally
deposited ECH leads to sawtooth amplitudes as large as 8/3
in a bean, while the sawtooth amplitude is little changed in
the oval shape. When a short pulse ��t��s� of ECH is ap-
plied to a bean shape, the local heating is quite strong and
strong gradients in Te are observed to build rapidly in a man-
ner consistent with heat diffusion as the primary transport
process, as is the decay after the ECH pulse. When a short
pulse of ECH is applied to the oval shape, the local heating is
not observed in the absence of m /n=1/1 MHD activity.
There is no sign of an increase in the local temperature gra-
dient. When the axis does become helical, gradients in Te as
well as an increased heating rate are observed. The ion tem-
perature is reduced when the electron temperature is in-
creased with central ECH, as seen in Fig. 20. Such an inverse
relationship has been seen previously.37

The lack of response to an ECH pulse for the oval illus-
trated in Fig. 17 is very stark. The lack of any visible in-
crease in temperature gradient when the local power density
increase is so large �about a factor of 25� makes it unlikely
that the cause can be drift-wave turbulent transport. The fact
that electron heating improves when m /n=1/1 activity be-
gins suggests that the formation of a helical axis is a signa-
ture of an improvement in the quality of flux surfaces. Addi-
tionally, if we repeat our TRANSP run with �e=�mD /me �i,
this large �e is still too small to reproduce the results in the
oval shape. The resulting Te is too large as compared to the
measured Te. It is hard to imagine a radial transport for the
electrons that would exceed the ion loss rate by more than
the mass ratio. These results are not entirely unfamiliar. On
ISX-B, in a shape similar to the oval where central electron
heating was very poor, it was reported that the best electron
heating occurred when the m /n=1/1 mode was
continuous.38
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In the oval, the ion diffusivity is very low ��0.1 m2/s�,
similar to the neoclassical value. At the scale of the ion gy-
roradius, the flux surfaces must be of high quality to account
for the superior ion confinement while there is virtually no
electron confinement. In the bean, the ion diffusivity is still
at a low value ��1.0 m2/s�, about 10 times the neoclassical
value.

D. Magnetic shear

We have no evidence that magnetic shear plays any sig-
nificant role. There are severe changes in electron confine-
ment with the change from bean to oval. The resulting Te

profiles lead to differences in plasma resistivity, and the dif-
ferences in current profiles, and thus q, follow from the re-
sistivity differences. However, there is also a contribution to
the shear from the shaping and that differs considerably be-
tween the bean and oval shapes if J� is flat, as shown in Fig.
29. Since we see good agreement of the current profile and
the neoclassical resistivity, we might assume that during the
interval from the collapse to roughly the relaxation event,
both Te and J� are becoming flat. If that were so, and if the
electron confinement had a significant shear dependence, it is
conceivable that the bean would start with enough shear to
bootstrap its way to good electron confinement while the
oval had inadequate shear to do the same. Our point is not to
claim that this is so, but to point out there are differences in
shear when the sawtooth ramp begins that might play a role.
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